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Tree Summit 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WelcomeHi everyone, my name is Jeff Ramsey, and I’m a Science and Policy Specialist with Portland Parks & Recreation Urban Forestry. Many folks from Parks and Urban Forestry are here today, including our Parks Director, Adena Long and Portland’s City Forester Jenn Cairo. Thanks to you both for being here, thanks to everyone for coming to one of our biggest events of the year! 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
JeffJust to tell you a bit about what Urban Forestry does, we are charged with managing the urban forest, which means around 3 million trees along our streets, in our parks, and on private land across the city. No small job! How do we do this?Planting and caring for public trees in parks, natural areas, and other spacesProtecting and preserving trees by implementing Portland’s tree code, and ensuring new trees are planted when others are removedResponding to emergencies 24/7, 365 days a year – whenever a tree falls across the sidewalk or street, our arborists are the ones to clean them upCreating knowledge about our urban forest, and educating the public so that they can help manage this critical asset which benefits us all so muchThat’s what today is all about – sharing knowledge to help us all do better in growing this forest together.
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Agenda
9:00am – 9:10am Welcome

Jeff Ramsey, Science and Policy Specialist, PP&R Urban Forestry

9:15 am – 10:00 am Results from Portland’s First Inventory of Neighborhood Park Trees
Bryn Davis and Bianca Dolan, PP&R Urban Forestry

10:05 am – 10:20 am Canaries in the Coal Mine: 
Studying urban trees reveals climate impacts on native forests
Aaron Ramirez, Professor of Biology, Reed College

10:25 am – 10:40 am Thuja plicata, Hakuna Matata?                                                                                        
The Mystery of Western Redcedar Decline in the Pacific Northwest
Christine Buhl, Forest Entomologist, Oregon Department of Forestry

10:45 am – 11:00 am Break

11:00 am – 11:15 am Art and Activism in the Urban Forest: The Tree Emergency Response Team 
Ashley Meyer, Elisabeth Art Center

11:15 am – 11:30 am Film Screening: 82nd and Verdant
Filmmaker James Krzmarzick and Dave Hedberg of the Canopy Stories Film Project

11:35 am – 11:45 am Bill Naito Community Trees Award Ceremony 
Jenn Cairo, City Forester, PP&R Urban Forestry

11:50 am – Noon Growing Portland’s Future Forest Together
Angie DiSalvo, Science and Outreach Supervisor, PP&R Urban Forestry

Noon – 1:00pm Lunch and Breakout Session

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JeffWith that in mind, here’s a look at our agenda for the day. You’ll see that I plan on keeping you in your chairs until 10:45, so if you need to get up and stretch your legs, refill your coffee, or visit the restroom in the meantime, please do - we’ll understand. We’ve got a great lineup this year and I can’t wait to hear from these speakers. We’ve also got an art show happening today, so please take the time to visit the artists and their work during the break or at lunch, and if you’re interested, buy a painting! Another new wrinkle in this year’s Summit is that we get to host the presentation of this year’s Naito Awards, given to volunteers and organizations that have done something extraordinary over the past year to benefit the urban forest. After the presentations, please stick around for lunch – we’ll have enough for everyone, and it’s a great opportunity to digest what we’ve heard today.
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Hamilton Park

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JeffBefore we get into our first presentation, I just want to remind everyone of something that I’ve probably said at Summits past, so forgive me if you’ve heard it before. The forest we live in is one that for the most part, we’ve inherited. Many of the trees we’ll be talking about today, and the trees you see every day in your neighborhoods, are 50, 60, 100 plus years old. Some trees Portlanders inherited from the people who cared for this land before European settlement. Building and improving on this inheritance, making sure that more Portlanders and more areas of our city inherit a healthy and growing forest, this is a long-term project. Fall is a great time to contemplate the big picture and to take a long-term view, and I encourage you to do that as you listen to today’s speakers.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a quick example: Here’s a photo from 1929 – does anyone want to guess where this is?Alberta Park, just a few years after it was constructed and planted. You can see those evenly spaced Douglas-firs in the background, which look like they were probably planted some time before the city took possession of this land, when it was owned by a prominent member of the local Chinese community. The story of how the city came to own the land is an interesting one, and I encourage everyone to see the storymap on our website, which gives the outline. The short story is a familiar one, with the city condemning and taking possession of the land rather than meeting his asking price.But I digress - let’s stick to the trees for now. Those Douglas-firs were planted with intention!
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Alberta Park

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And they’re still here today. Keeping folks dry during the winter drizzle, and cooler on the hottest days of summer. And what are we doing with this inheritance?
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Alberta Park

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Building upon it. This is the new nature patch at Alberta, part of Portland Parks & Recreation’s Sustainable Landscapes Initiative. Building complexity, habitat, and providing food for a greater diversity of wildlife. While I spend most of my time looking at the trees, it’s great to be part of building what is truly a forest.Today we’ll have stories about what makes up our forest, some of the challenges we face – particularly the stickiest challenge of all, climate change, and stories about what some of our neighbors are doing to make sure we have something to pass on to those who come after us. My goal, and my challenge to you all, is to apply what we’re learning from today’s talks to our daily lives and our own activism on behalf of Portland’s urban forest. 
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The Tree Inventory Project

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JeffSo let’s get started. The Tree Inventory Project has been around since 2010—an effort to catalog all of Portland’s trees so that we can create a healthier, more resilient urban forest in time, with data to inform our decision making. Since 2017, we’ve been mapping, measuring, and identifying every tree in Portland’s neighborhood parks (all 175 of them), literally hugging each tree with a tape measure!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
JeffUnlike a lot of other cities, we collect this data with volunteers, and they are key to this project. Engaging our communities in knowing more about our trees and the challenges facing the urban forest is core to our mission. Luckily, we’ve had a talented, dedicated group of volunteers over the years willing to spend their Saturdays learning more about the forest with us.  Knowing what makes up the urban forest helps us as we decide what areas need more and different kinds of trees, which trees need care and maintenance, and for evaluating progress towards our goal of a healthy and growing urban tree canopy. We’ve been happy to partner with neighborhood groups a variety of ways to tackle some of the issues that come up from what we find.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
JeffSo why Park Trees? Don’t we pretty much know what’s in our parks? Surprisingly, no. Much like the forest as a whole, our parks are the result of so many individual decisions over the years, and there’s never been a comprehensive effort to inventory every tree. But we weren’t totally in the dark! Here’s an example of what we knew before this project began. This stack of papers came from a box dated 1974 – coincidentally, while another president was about to get impeached. These records were dropped off at our office by a horticulturalist with Portland Parks. She found it among a pile to be thrown away or ignored in the back of one of many Parks storage areas and thought we might be interested. Oh, we were! It includes a list of all the types of trees in most of Portland’s parks at that time, as well as some other historical gems. On the left here is a list of “undesirable trees for park use” which labels our native Oregon ash a “dirty tree”. Not sure what was meant by that.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
JeffHere is a closeup of the list of trees in the South Park Blocks. That’s it. A list of species. No accompanying map, no rough estimate of number of each type, or their size or condition. Not an inventory like how we think of it now, and not terribly useful for the purposes of caring for the urban forest. But, it is instructive! It’s hard to see, but there are 12 species represented here. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
JeffAfter completing our work this summer, we know that there are more than 30 species represented in that park today. The elms still dominate, creating a stunning canopy that exists nearly nowhere else in the world due to Dutch Elm Disease. But other species are growing alongside, building the resilience and adding value to this important piece of our urban forest.Trees are why we visit the South Park Blocks. Tress are why we visit most of our parks, making them attractive, comfortable, and healthy places to relax or play. Finally having an inventory of every one of these assets to our community helps to protect them, and to make the case for even more trees in the places that need them. So thanks to all of you who came out with us over the years!Now I’m going to pass it off to our talented Inventory staff who have been leading the charge to visit every tree in our parks this year, with the help of many of you.Bryn Davis and Bianca Dolan are experts in Portland’s trees, with degrees in landscape architecture, and environmental science. If you get them alone, they’ll be able to tell you all the secret duck nests, beehives, eagle aeries, and the best trees in our parks. Take it away Bryn.
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Tree Inventory Project Goals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you Jeff! What are the driving goals of why we’re doing this inventory? Jeff mentioned a few of them, but more clearly: The core goal of the Tree Inventory Project is to learn about the health and population of our urban forest. The other goals of the project are to build community support for trees and strengthen partnerships between neighborhood organizations and Urban Forestry.
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J. Wood Hill Park

Urban Forestry Goals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How does that knowledge allow us to better manage this resource? By understanding what we have, we can plan new parks and their maintenance needs, and to target parks that have room for additional trees.
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Where Do We Inventory?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the Park Tree Inventory we stick to what we call “developed” parks, for example Woodstock Park which has sports fields, a playground, and dog park. We do not inventory any natural areas— for instance Forest park. We did inventory parks that contained natural areas, but we stuck to the developed parts of those parks, such as in Washington park we stuck to the rose test garden area.
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2019 Parks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This year volunteers inventoried 14 parks across 10 neighborhoods. In addition, staff inventoried in parks that had either too few trees to warrant a full volunteer workday or were in grey areas between being developed, but also natural (think Mt. Tabor). In total, we inventoried 71 parks.
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All Parks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As Jeff mentioned, our volunteers and staff have inventoried a total of 175 parks!
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2019
Over 200 volunteers 

1,500 hours volunteered
Nearly 10,000 trees

All of the Park Tree Inventory
Over 800 volunteers 

6,600 hours volunteered 
25,643 Trees!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That means hundreds of individuals have spent thousands of hours, enjoying many delicious bagels and cups of coffee, in order to count 25,643 trees! Let’s give our volunteers a round of applause!So what exactly were we doing during those 6,000 hours?
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What is Collected?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The information that we collect can be broken down into three categories—identification of tree species, size (which included height, diameter at breast height or DBH, and canopy volume) and finally condition. All the data is then uploaded using a mobile app.
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Data Collection Methods

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We use tools and methods that stem from traditional forestry practices. To determine the size of each tree, we took heights using clinometers, canopy spread using measuring wheels, and trunk diameter with Diameter tapes. These measurements give us an approximation of the age of our trees and help us to quantify the environmental services they provide.
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305 Different Species

Largest DBH: 
99” Giant sequoia, Mt. Tabor Park

Tallest: 
190’ Douglas-fir, Mt. Tabor Park

Largest Crown Spread: 
140’ x 100’ Northern red oak, Powell Park

The Results Are In!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the inventory we came across some stand out large-form trees. Two were found in Mt. Tabor park, the first being a Giant sequoia with an 8’ DBH (for comparison I’m a petite 5’4”) and the second a Douglas-fir measuring 190’ tall (To put that into perspective, the height of the Hawthorne Bridge’s vertical towers are only 165’).Our last largest of the large trees is a Heritage Northern red oak in Powell Park, which has a canopy spread equaling 14,000 sq. feet. We would need just 6 ½ of them to cover up the field at Providence Park!In total, we inventoried 305 different species of trees- a veritable arboretum! 
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Distribution of Park Trees

N
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W

Region # Parks Average Park 
Canopy Cover

Total Tree 
Count

West 47 48% 5,310
North 30 42% 4,527

Northeast 26 39% 3,471

Southeast 36 40% 6,230
East 36 32% 5,731

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we break up Portland into regions (loosely based on the traditional quadrants) the West region stands out as having the most parks and the highest average canopy cover. The Southeast region, however has the highest tree count overall, but only a 36% average park canopy cover. How can this be? Well, the average park canopy coverage included any natural areas contained in parks. So, for example, although we inventoried in the Rose Test Garden at Washington Park, the average canopy coverage includes all the surrounding forested land, which we did not inventory.Like the Southeast, the East region has a high tree count, but a low canopy cover. This tells us that while the Eastside of Portland plays a big role in our city’s urban forest, most parks have low canopy cover. In other words, there’s plenty of space to plant more trees!
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Common Park Trees % of population

Douglas-fir 27%
Norway maple 6%

Western redcedar 4%
Northern red oak 3%

Pin oak 2%
Incense cedar 2%
Bigleaf maple 2%

Flowering cherry 2%
American elm 2%
Giant sequoia 1%

Total 53%

Ten Most Common Trees

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What trees make up our park canopy? While we may have 305 different species being represented in the inventory, we can see that only a small portion of those species have a huge presence in our parks. Ten species make up half of what we see and half of that are Douglas-firs. We also can see that Norway maple makes up 6% of our park tree canopy, often in the form of rows bordering the edges of parks. Norway maples are on Portland’s Nuisance Plant List, which means that they are no longer being planted, but they are one of the most common trees (park or street tree) in our urban forest.
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Oregon White Oaks in 
Sellwood Park

Common 
Park Trees % of population

Douglas-fir 27%
Norway maple 6%
Western redcedar 4%
Northern red oak 3%
Pin oak 2%
Incense cedar 2%
Bigleaf maple 2%
Flowering cherry 2%
American elm 2%
Giant sequoia 1%

Native Trees in Parks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On a positive note, we found that 4 of our top ten common park trees are native species, making up 35% of the population. We often count on our parks to serve as critical islands of habitat, providing food and shelter for wildlife at a scale that we can’t find along our streets or in our yards. One example is Sellwood park, in SE Portland.
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Sellwood Park

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we see large bigleaf maples and the beginnings of an Oregon White oak stand. A large portion of the trees in Sellwood Park, 78%, are native. We inventoried Oregon white oaks, Pacific madrones, bigleaf maples, Pacific dogwood, western redcedar and of course – Douglas fir. The most common tree in the inventory is also the most common tree in Sellwood.So while we do find native trees being represented in our parks, it’s mostly Douglas-firs.
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Genus % of 
population

Pseudotsuga 27%
Acer 14%
Quercus 8%
Prunus 5%
Pinus 4%

Family % of  
population

Pinaceae 36%
Sapindaceae 15%
Fagaceae 9%
Rosaceae 9%
Cupressaceae 7%

Tanner Springs Park

Common Family & Genera

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alright, for those who don’t remember high school biology, let’s first familiarize ourselves with family and genus. A quick note: Genera is the plural form of genus.  Both terms are biological classifications, with genus being ranked between family and species. Species that belong to the same genus and family share common characteristics. For example, while domesticated dogs and wolves are two different species, they both belong to the same genus and family. When we look at the most common genera and families, we find the top three make up 50-60% of the total population.You may have heard about the 5-10-20 rule, where an ideal urban forest does not consist of more than 5% of any one species, 10% of any genus, and 20% of any family. You can see that our parks do not meet that and there are good reasons to have greater numbers of native and evergreen species in Parks. They are often large, long-lived trees that may not have space to grow elsewhere in the city. For example, Douglas firs make up 27% of our park tree inventory, but only 1.4% of the street tree inventory.How else can we assess the diversity of our park trees? Bianca is going to walk us through the distribution of functional types.
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Functional Types

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a couple different ways we classify our trees. First we group them based on whether they are broadleaf or conifers. Broadleaf trees are angiosperms that flower and produce seeds inside of fruits. Conifers are gymnosperms which do not flower and bear uncovered seeds that are often protected inside of cones. Second, we classify them as either deciduous or evergreen. Deciduous trees lose their leaves in the fall and evergreen trees do not. So when we talk about functional types, we are referring to whether they are broadleaf or conifer and evergreen or deciduous.Though most broadleaf trees are deciduous and most conifers are evergreen, they are not synonymous. Holly oak is an example of an evergreen broadleaf and dawn redwood is an example of a deciduous conifer.
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Broadleaf Conifer
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Functional Types in Parks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Portland has a fairly mild and temperate climate, so we can plant a diverse mix of trees from each of these functional types, and ideally, a healthy mix is what we’d like to see in our parks.That being said, only 2% of Park trees inventoried are broadleaf evergreens or deciduous conifers. However, this isn’t surprising as these types of trees are not as common.
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Functional Types in Parks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of the remaining trees, 56% are broadleaf deciduous and 42% are evergreen conifers. This is a pretty good breakdown as we want to see a significant population of evergreen trees. Since evergreen trees do not lose their leaves they are able to provide environmental services year-round, such as cleaning our air and water and pulling carbon out of the atmosphere.Ideally, we’d like to plant more of the functional types that are less represented, and keep broadleaf evergreens on the forefront of our planting lists. 
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Small
Dogwood, Redbud

Large
Oak, Linden, Douglas-fir

Mature Tree Size

Medium
Tupelo, Katsura

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our urban forest potential also depends on diversity of tree size. By that, we mean size at maturity. We call the different classifications Size Classes. We know the potential mature size range for each species, so we can categorize them as small, medium, or large.Small-form trees mature to a maximum height of 30 ft (and are usually smaller).Medium-form trees are expected to mature between 30-50 ft tall. Large trees grow to over 50 feet tall. 
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Mature Tree Size

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nearly 2/3rd of trees inventoried in parks are large-form trees. Of the remaining trees 24% are medium form and 12% are small form.This is a welcome trend, because we know that large-form trees are often longer-lived than small and medium trees. A large tree at maturity can provide those environmental services I was talking about, like storing carbon and cleaning the air, for longer than a small or medium form tree. However, we also need small and medium form trees in the understory. Trees of varying sizes provide a wider range of habitat for urban wildlife, allow planting managers to choose from a more diverse list of species, and provide aesthetic and cultural interest. 
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Mature Tree Size

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overall average was 64, 24, 12 (L, M, S). Now if we look at tree size diversity by region, we can see that most regions are similar and not far from the average. Most regions fall between 64 and 69% large form trees. However, the Westside parks inventoried only had 52% large form trees and therefore a higher percentage of small and medium form trees.
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Tree Size Diversity by Region 

Lynchwood Park

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A big reason for this is that there are more neighborhood parks on the Eastside that have been converted from old woodlots that were planted throughout the 1900’s, like you see here at Lynchwood Park. Doug firs make up 35% of park trees inventoried in east Portland and only 8.5% of park trees inventoried on the West side. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here you see Spring Garden Park on the west side which was recently planted with a lot of species such as dogwood, magnolia, and cascara. Though many west side parks such as this one have a large number of small and medium form trees, as you can see from this picture there is no shortage of large form trees in the surrounding area. Also remember that the west side data does not include natural areas such as Forest Park or the undeveloped parts of Washington Park. So even though the proportion of large form trees we inventoried on the west side was lower, that doesn’t necessarily mean there are less large form trees than other regions.
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Most Common 
Street Trees

% of tree 
population
N = 218,610

Norway maple 9%
Red maple 7%
Cherry 6%
Pear 5%
Plum 5%
Maple, other 5%
Ash 4%
Dogwood 4%
Oak, deciduous 3%
Crabapple 3%

Most Common 
Park Trees

% of tree 
population
N = 25,269

Douglas-fir 27%

Norway maple 6%

Western redcedar 4%

Northern red oak 3%

Pin oak 2%

Incense cedar 2%

Bigleaf maple 2%

Flowering cherry 2%

American elm 2%

Giant sequoia 1%

Park and Street Trees

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Having finished street tree inventory in 2016, we can now compare our street tree data with our park tree data. These charts show a comparison of our most common street trees vs. our most common park trees. Notice our street tree dataset is much larger at 218k trees compared to our park tree dataset at 25k trees. Looking at it from that perspective you see that when you combine park and street tree data Norway maples make up the largest number of trees in Portland’s urban forest. Aside from maples we did not identify street trees to species for the most part, but you can see the other tree that shows up on the top 10 for street trees and park trees is oak.
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Most Common 
Street Trees

% of tree 
population
N = 218,610

Norway maple 9%
Red maple 7%
Cherry 6%
Pear 5%
Plum 5%
Maple, other 5%
Ash 4%
Dogwood 4%
Oak, deciduous 3%
Crabapple 3%

Most Common 
Park Trees

% of tree 
population
N = 25,269

Douglas-fir 27%

Norway maple 6%

Western redcedar 4%

Northern red oak 3%

Pin oak 2%

Incense cedar 2%

Bigleaf maple 2%

Flowering cherry 2%

American elm 2%

Giant sequoia 1%

Park and Street Trees

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A striking difference you can see in the two datasets is the proportion of large form trees, which are highlighted in red. Most of our park trees are large form vs. the street trees which are medium to small. This makes sense as parks are able to provide that wide open space not found in other parts of the city. Looking at the difference in proportion of large form trees between parks and street trees also shows that there is good overall mix in mature tree sizes within the urban forest.
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Age and Class Size

London plane tree 
65.8” DBH 
at Grant Park

Spanish fir
1.4” DBH 
at Washington Park

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With the data that we collected, we can make some general assumptions about the age of our park trees. We can use the diameter or DBH of the tree as a stand in for age. The assumption being made is that given the conditions in our parks (large open spaces), trees with small diameters are younger compared to those with large diameters. But, having just looked at Mature Tree Size, we need to keep in mind that some species will never reach a DBH as large as this London plane tree.
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Age and Class Size

Young

Middle-age

Mature

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On this graph we have DBH class sizes running along the x-axis and the percentage of the total population of trees along the y-axis. As you move from left to right across the x-axis the DBH (and age) of the trees increase. Young, middle-age and mature can be broken down into these DBH class sizes: where young trees are typically between 0-6”; middle-age from 6-24” and mature at 24” +. Our mature park trees make up 39% of the population and 45% are middle-aged. Our young tree population is only 16%. A few points to note are that not all trees will progress past the DBH size class of 18-24” and that the trees in the 24”+ range are not necessarily on their death bed. We can see this more clearly when we break down each DBH Class size by mature Tree Size. 
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Age and Mature Tree Size
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We found that the mature trees are made up of mostly large-form trees, with almost none being small form. This is not surprising, as large form trees are typically longer-lived. On the other hand, the younger and middle-age trees have a more even distribution between the three class sizes.
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West Portland
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking at the West Portland region we found much more diversity in age and mature tree size. We do not have the same spike of mature trees. Why are we not seeing the same spike? For many of the developed parks we inventoried they were either surrounded by or had natural areas that teemed with tall Douglas-firs. For the West region, neighborhood parks often utilize the “borrowed” scenery of existing large-form trees.A good example that has a similar distribution of ages and mature tree sizes is Gabriel Park.
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East Portland

Lincoln Park
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unlike the West, the East Portland region has a large percentage of mature and large-form trees. But like the West, there are more young trees (over 20%) compared to the full inventory.A good example of this distribution can be seen in Lincoln Park, located near David Douglas high school. However, we discovered that many of the small/medium form trees were black locust, bird cherry and English Hawthorns. This raises the question of what the quality of the young tree population- is it made up of mostly self-seeding invasives or are they species that provide greater services to our urban forest?
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Top 5 Young Trees

Species
% of Young Tree 

Population

Western redcedar 4.9%

Black tupelo 3.8%
Douglas-fir 3.2%
Oregon ash 3.0%

Oregon white oak 2.7%

South Waterfront 
Greenway 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking at the top 5 species of young trees, we can see that 4 are large-form natives! There is some diversity in functional types, with two evergreen conifers and the rest being broadleaf deciduous. All are long-lived species, so we should expect to see them around for the next 150+ years. So far, the tally of young trees gives us a positive outlook for the future of our park trees. But there are some struggles ahead for our natives as our climate continues to change, a topic that we will be hearing more about later today.
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East Portland Young Trees

Species % Total Population

Bird cherry
7.3%

Western redcedar 6.6%

English hawthorn 5.1%

Douglas-fir 4.9%

European beech 4.4%

Lincoln Park

Presenter
Presentation Notes
East Portland continues to differ from the majority. While the most common natives, Western redcedar and Douglas-fir are represented, we also see two  invasive species that we ran into at Lincoln Park, Bird cherry and English Hawthorn. East Portland has a higher percentage of young trees overall, but now we know they are not of the quality that we hoped for. We can take away from this, is that there is still much work to be done to improve and increase the quality of canopy in East Portland parks.
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Condition of Park Trees

Sellwood Riverfront 
Park

2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we have an understanding of what we have in our parks, let’s look at how they are doing. As mentioned before, for this inventory we did a general conditions assessment for each tree. We were looking for any signs of decay, crown die-back and any other physical signs of poor health. A note on the difference between fair and good. A fair tree are those that are doing ok, they may not be that perfect specimen, but they are by no means struggling. As we can see, our park trees are doing really well. Only 5% of our trees are in poor condition.
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Best & Worst Condition

Species
% in 
Poor 

Condition

Crabapple 
(all cultivars)

23.2%

Cherry 
(all cultivars)

21.8%

Paper birch 20.7%
Red alder 18.8%
Eastern redbud 16.7%

Species
% in 

Good & Fair 
Condition

Grand fir 100%

Deodar cedar 100%
Blue Atlas cedar 100%
Giant sequoia 100%
Large leaf linden 100%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Comparing the top 5 species of the best and worst performers, we can see a clear delineation between large-form confers and smaller-form broadleaf deciduous trees. This is not surprising, because in general big conifers are better adapted to handle extreme conditions, such as drought.Thinking back to the top 5 young trees, we find only two large-form conifers represented. Does this mean that we are planting for a resilient urban forest? And what is their condition today?
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Condition of Young Trees

Species % in Poor Condition

Western redcedar 10.9%

Oregon ash 8.8%
Oregon white oak 5.7%

Douglas-fir 4.8%
Black tupelo 3.4%

Willamette Park

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unfortunately, significant numbers of them are in poor condition. While we know that establishment is one of the most trying times for young trees, knowing that 10.9% of young Western redcedars were reported in poor condition, is a troubling find.While these results are not ideal, we must remember that the majority of our park trees are thriving!Next up Bianca will highlight the services that our park trees provide.
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Park Tree Services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we talk about the services trees provide, we can quantify the environmental work that trees do for our city by using the i-Tree software from the Forest Service. i-Tree uses local meteorological data and tree canopy data (collected through the inventory) to determine stormwater interception rates, carbon sequestration, and removal of air pollutants for each tree, as well as the monetary value for all of those services. Trees are a vital part of our city infrastructure- we call them green infrastructure-so when we talk about the value of park trees, we have a dollar value for each tree inventoried to measure the total worth of our park trees.
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Park Tree Services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what are our park trees worth? $128 million. That averages to about $5,000 per tree.Portland’s neighborhood park trees are estimated to store 53 million lbs of carbon and sequester 750,000 lb more each year.They also intercept 12.8 million gallons of stormwater each year and remove 29,000 lb of air pollutants.And remember, these numbers are just based on our neighborhood park trees that we inventoried. This doesn’t include the trees in Powell Butte, Forest Park, and other natural areas that we didn’t inventory. Portland has 1.2 million park trees and these figures are based off of just 25k trees. This really goes to show how valuable our urban forest is.
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Climate Resilience in Parks

Older Western redcedars 
along Cesar Chavez Blvd

Young Western redcedar 
in Hillsdale Park

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s clear that our park trees provide many environmental services. Therefore as stewards of the urban forest, we must do all that we can to protect this resource from any potential threats.One threat that we are already seeing the effects of is climate change.We are seeing young and older Western redcedars struggling with the increase of temperatures and the lengthening of the summer drought season. Even with Urban Forestry increasing the watering regime during establishment, many young cedars are still looking stressed. We will hear more about the decline of Wester redcedars later today.Researchers have also noticed a decline in the health of bigleaf maples in recent years. Many causes have been investigated such as root disease and fungal pathogens, but all have been ruled out. However, higher summer temperatures and severe summer droughts are correlated with the declining health of trees.
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Climate Resilience in Parks
Most Common 

Street Trees

% of tree 
population
N = 25,269

Douglas-fir 27%

Norway maple 6%

Western redcedar 4%

Northern red oak 3%

Pin oak 2%

Incense cedar 2%

Bigleaf maple 2%

Flowering cherry 2%

American elm 2%

Giant sequoia 1% Douglas-fir stand 
in Mt. Scott Park

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These trends are troublesome as western redcedar and bigleaf maple are among the top 10 park trees in Portland. It’s not all bleak though. Doug firs are the most common park tree, and they don’t seem to be showing the same stress response as Western redcedars. Research so far backs that up, showing that Doug firs acclimate better to drought conditions.That being said, most research on how specific trees are responding to climate change is fairly new and focuses on forests as opposed to urban environments. It’s possible in some cases that trees in urban environments could react differently. The next presentation is actually going to talk about Doug firs and urban tree response, so we’ll be really interested in hearing what Aaron has to say.For now, we should keep an eye on species that we know are in decline and reduce planting numbers if we are still planting those species. We should also make sure we are planting species better adapted to hotter and dryer climates such as ponderosa pines and evergreen oaks.
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Vulnerability to Invasive Pests

Rose City Park

Asian Longhorned Beetle (ALB)
Anoplophora glabripennis

Emerald Ash Borer (EAB)
Agrilus planipennis

Image credit: Photograph by Barbara Strnadova/Getty. Image credit: Photograph by 
Pennsylvania Dept. of Conservation 
and Natural Resources- Forestry. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some other threats our urban forest faces are invasive pests and pathogens. Two of those pests that have not yet reached Oregon but have the potential to cause significant harm are the Asian longhorned beetle and the emerald ash borer. ALB has killed thousands of trees in NY and Chicago since its introduction. It attacks several host trees such as maple, horse chestnut, cottonwood, and elm. EAB targets ash and has killed over 100 million trees in the US since its introduction. We are worried about these species because our state economy relies heavily on trade in plant material, and our urban forest is full of ALB and EAB host trees.
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Pest Vulnerability % of tree population

Asian Longhorned Beetle 22.6%
Emerald Ash Borer 3.1%
Bronze Birch Borer 1.4%
Dutch Elm Disease 1.6%
Total 25.7%

Hedge maple in 
Knott Park

Pest Vulnerability

Fullmoon maple in 
Westmoreland Park

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We decided to take a look at how many trees in our neighborhood parks are at risk to those pests as well as the bronze birch borer and Dutch elm disease, which have already arrived in Portland. As their names suggest, bronze birch borer targets many birch species and DED targets elms. Not all ems are created equal though, as American elm is extremely susceptible. Unfortunately, most of those big beautiful elms in our South park blocks are American elms. We are however inoculating many of them to prevent them from contracting and spreading the disease. Additionally, the elms we plant now are bred to be resistant to DED. You can see that the Asian longhorned beetle poses the greatest threat to our park trees because it has a variety of host species. Overall about 25% of our park tree population is vulnerable to pest attack. It’s worth noting here that the total is not simply the sum of each of the four numbers, as birch and elm are already included in the calculation as hosts of the Asian longhorned beetle.
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Pest Vulnerability by Region

Region % of tree population

West 32.3%
North 36.2%
Northeast 24.3%
Southeast 21.9%
East 16.3%

American elms in 
South Park Blocks

Snake bark maple 
in Kelley Point Park

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also looked at pest vulnerability by region. NE Portland and SE Portland did not vary too much from the overall city average of 25%. We see more variability in the remaining three regions. 36% of trees in North Portland are vulnerable to pests due to a large number of ALB hosts including maples, cottonwoods, and London plane trees. The region also has a large number of ash trees susceptible to EAB. West Portland also has a higher number of vulnerable trees due to more ALB host trees. It’s also got a much higher proportion of elm trees compared to any other region so is most susceptible to DED. As mentioned before though we are inoculating a lot of those mature elms in the South Park blocks among other locations.We see E Portland fares the best with only 16% of trees vulnerable to pest attack. This is due to a lower proportion of ALB host trees. 
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East Portland Trees

Bird cherry in 
Gilbert Primary Park

Most Common 
Park Trees

% of tree 
population

Douglas-fir 27%
Norway maple 6%
Northern red oak 4%
Bird cherry 3%
Western redcedar 2%
English hawthorn 2%
Bigleaf maple 2%
Black locust 2%
Incense cedar 2%
Cherry 1%
Total 53%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While this is one positive aspect of the tree composition in E Portland, we must keep in mind that the top 10 species in E Portland include bird cherry, English hawthorn, and black locust. These 3 species, along with Norway maple on this list, are invasive here in Portland. So while we’re doing great in the pest vulnerability category, we still need to work on planting a greater diversity of species and managing invasive species.
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Pest Vulnerability

April Hill Park

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Having a diverse urban forest is important for many reasons including resilience to pests and pathogens as well as aesthetics and habitat. Having a healthy population of non-host tree species is critical to mitigating their potential arrival and spread. Additionally, anyone who works regularly around trees should educate themselves on the signs and symptoms of these pests so that they are detected and controlled as soon as possible.Now that we’ve covered what we found during park tree inventory, Jeff is going to talk about the takeaways from this project and what comes next.
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Berkeley Park

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks Bianca.I’m going to try and sum up some of our biggest takeaways from this 3 year project. First of all, we are getting tremendous value from the trees in our parks. And unlike other forms of infrastructure like swimming pools or community centers, these assets only gain in value as time goes on. We do all the calculations and throw lots of big numbers at you, and they are important. 29,000 pounds of air pollutants! Is that a lot? Yes! When just a few millionths of a gram of some of these can be harmful, it means our park trees are truly saving lives. I could show you maps of how our parks make islands of cool air during the summer, acting as cooling centers during heat waves, which of course we expect more of in the near future. And remember this is a fairly small portion of the forest. But our neighborhood parks are special.
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Sellwood Park

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are some of the only places in our neighborhoods that won’t get developed, that have ample room for trees to grow their roots, and get as big as they want, like this 100 ft. Garry oak in Sellwood Park, on the right. The tree on the left isn’t so lucky. I started with Urban Forestry 6 years ago, working with some of you to inventory all our street trees. This tree on the left is typical for many neighborhoods, growing in a strip that can barely support a rose bush and getting banged by car doors. And it’s the best case scenario in some ways. While it has almost no room to grow roots, no room stretch it’s branches, it’s thriving. It’s obviously being taken care of. But the limitations it’s up against mean that it won’t ever approach the level of service to humans or wildlife that these giants in our parks do. And because so many of our native trees are large, our parks are some of the only places you’ll see them reaching their potential, and living out their long lives.
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Carya ovata
Shagbark Hickory
Laurelhurst

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And it’s not just our natives. Bryn and Bianca mentioned that we identified 305 species of trees in this inventory. Trees from all over the world growing alongside each other. Knowing where all these trees are, and how they’re doing gives important information when we’re faced with climate change and our native trees stop being the best choice in some areas. You heard in the presentation that western redcedar is one of the most common young trees in our parks, and it’s also one of the least healthy. I can’t wait to hear what our next few speakers have to say about that. But diversity isn’t all about adapting to climate change and avoiding pest catastrophe. We have some awesome trees to nerd out on! Here’s a shagbark hickory in Laurelhurst Park. That’s what it looks like right now! 
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Corylus colurna
Turkish hazel
Knott Park

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And here’s a tree that’s hiding in plain sight. I’m sure this Turkish hazel in Knott Park goes along with no one paying it much mind until makes its nuts in the late summer. They look like a sci-fi horror movie. That’s an adult hand under there! This is a great tree, adapted to summer drought, the nuts are even edible, and we found only 2 in the past 3 years. I hope that we see more in the years to come.
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Luuwit View 
Park

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, East Portland is different. It stands out in the data in a number of ways.The parks we visited in East Portland had the lowest canopy cover, on average, of any other part of the city. For some, they’re just newer. This is an aerial shot of Luuwit View Park. Every one of those dots is a tree. Over 300 of them! Portland Parks has been investing a lot in new parks in East Portland over the past few years, and it’ll take some time to grow canopy in these spaces.
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Glenfair Park

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But this is a more typical example. This is Glenfair Park. Aquired in the 1980’s when this part of town became part of Portland. Like so many parks in East Portland, it’s adjacent to a school, Glenfair Elementary which you can see on the left. It’s not bare. There are a few really impressive Douglas-firs in the corner of the park, but the majority of the trees in the park are up along the fence there. All dead and dying bird cherries, an invasive species very well represented in East Portland parks.For this reason, we also see that when we run our models, trees in East Portland parks are providing the least services of anywhere in the city. Cleaning and cooling our air and water less than in other areas, breathing out less oxygen than trees elsewhere, and providing fewer benefits overall, on average. It’s a challenge that we’re working to overcome and you’ll hear more about those efforts today.
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Pop-Up Arboretum at
Ventura Park

Tree Walk in 
Arbor Lodge

What Comes Next…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With the park tree inventory all wrapped up, we are excited to continue sharing our findings with the public! We will be working with neighborhood tree teams and others to put on pop-up arboretums and workshops in our parks. Lookout for those in coming months.
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www.tinyurl.com/pdxparktrees

Park Tree Inventory Map

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This data is also out there for you to use! You can access our online map and take yourself for a walk, or download the data from our website and do your own research. Our webmap is available online at tinyurl.com/pdxparktrees and we encourage everyone to go out and use it to practice your tree ID and find some weird trees!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What will we at Parks be doing with this information? Planting trees in parks! Having data on the services our trees our providing to neighborhoods shows us that some places are underserviced by parks and their trees. Urban Forestry is looking forward to using the inventory to aid planning for the future and getting more trees in the ground where they’re needed.
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Thank You!
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